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— LATEST BRIEFING — 

CJP Closes Out Another Great Year for Safety 

  
Recent Runway Excursions Highlight Importance of Being 'Safe to Land' 
  

by Charlie Precourt, CJP Safety Committee Chairman 

  
Hats off to our members for completing 2022 with a clean safety 
record! We have made great progress on our safety initiatives, in 
particular our Safe to Land (sm) program that we created in 
partnership with FlightSafety and the expert assistance of the folks at 
Presage. 
  
The academic materials are now complete, as many of you saw at the 
convention. Since then, we have also introduced the academic 
materials to instructors at the Tampa FlightSafety facility as well as 
in Wichita and will continue this "train the trainer" process in San 
Antonio in early January. David Miller has a writeup in this column 
regarding progress we're making in the simulators to develop the 

scenarios our members can fly to complete the Safe to Land (sm) course. Those scenarios 
are nearing completion and should be ready for our members to fly them in a 2-hour 
simulator session in the spring to summer timeframe, depending on training facility 
location. 
  
In a sobering reminder that our Safe to Land course (sm) is a worthwhile initiative, we have 
seen three significant runway excursions this winter that are worth your review. The most 
recent was a Phenom 300 that landed at Hawthorne (KHHR) in Los Angeles on December 
27th. Another was a Lear 45 that overran the runway on Nov 29th in Batesville, AR (KBVX). A 
third, a non-CJP (thankfully!) Citation CJ1+ flown as a passenger charter into Ohio State 
University in early December overran the runway as well, in what CJP member Mark Hangen 
appropriately labeled a “gutter ball" in our CJP Forum discussions. 
  
In all three of these, the parameters we're focused on in STL came into play. Threshold 
crossing height, speed on final and/or touchdown point were at issue. Use of a touchdown 



point limit would have been extremely helpful in avoiding these, as all three also landed 
extremely long. 
  
The Phenom 300 that went off the runway at Hawthorne has been discussed on our CJP 
Forum as well. Member Jason Rhode found the ADS-B data in the picture below, which 
shows 117 knots at 75 feet AGL near the threshold, and a touchdown halfway down the 
runway. Keep in mind that any ADS-B data will most likely reflect GPS groundspeed, and not 
the indicated speed the pilot sees, but normally on approach these will be close except with 
high winds or high density altitude. 
  

 
  
  
If you look up the Airport Facility Directory for HHR (chart supplement, which you can find 
in Foreflight under Airport>Info>A/FD) you'll notice that the runway has a displaced 
threshold and a VASI that calls for a 26-foot threshold crossing height on a 3.5-degree glide 
angle. This VASI setting is due to close in obstacles on final. The 460-foot displaced 
threshold doesn't help matters, as the landing distance available is only 4,193 ft. If you 
arrive at 75 feet at the threshold on a 3-degree glide angle, your touchdown point is 1500 
feet or more down the runway, and when it's wet, and not grooved, you wind up with very 
little margin to stop. 
  
I'll leave it to you all to run a touchdown point limit calculation for your aircraft on this 
runway with the METAR conditions that Jason captured above... TPL is a great tool! (See the 
Safe to Land (sm) cue card on the CJP Safe to Land web site for a refresher on how to run 
the TPL calculation.) Jason, thanks for sharing the data on this one. 
  
The Lear 45 was a similar story. The full NTSB preliminary report follows this article, but it 
was pretty obvious what happened. 
  
From the NTSB: "The airplane crossed the final approach fix at 265 knots ADS-B groundspeed 
and the Runway 8 threshold at 190 knots ADS-B groundspeed. The airplane landed about 
2,000 ft past the threshold of the 6,022 ft runway, which was wet due to earlier 
precipitation. Tire marks consistent with intermittent braking application started about 
3,021 ft from the end of the runway. Tire marks consistent with continuous anti-skid braking 
application began about 2,069 ft from the end of the runway and continued until the end of 
the runway." 
  
It goes without saying that 190 knots at the threshold doesn't work too well. 
  
The Citation CJ1+ overrun falls into the category of "you can't make this stuff up." Mark 
Hangen's label of "Gutter Ball" for this one is just about perfect. You can look up the 
discussion on this one in the CJP Forum as well... Mike Ciholas found the ADS-B track for us, 
which shows the aircraft was at 146 knots just prior to the threshold. Vref would have been 
pretty close to 100 knots, so 45 knots fast. A quick calculation shows that his landing 
distance would have been over twice the AFM calculated distance for a Vref at 50 feet 
stable approach! You can also see more summary info here. 
  

https://click.icptrack.com/icp/relay.php?r=17810364&msgid=459273&act=CWGP&c=1312359&pid=1135636&destination=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.citationjetpilots.com%2Fstl&cf=2077&v=ee17a9ebe36e1298af2ff51e8fbd1010d136ff1225519375ed32821f88727640
https://click.icptrack.com/icp/relay.php?r=17810364&msgid=459273&act=CWGP&c=1312359&pid=1135636&destination=https%3A%2F%2Faviation-safety.net%2Fwikibase%2F302535&cf=2077&v=a3561efd0824e8d2dddd4707d2a35ac9c1cc8853bec8186af8d106bca17b434a


  

 
  

CJ1+ Excursion at Ohio State University airport, KOSU 
  

To further refine the story, the weather was below minimums for the approach. The LPV to 
Rwy 27L has a 250-foot decision altitude, and 1 mile visibility minimum. The weather at the 
time of the incident was 200-foot vertical visibility, 1/4 mile in fog! Combine that with a 
highly unstable approach and there is no question what the outcome will be. 
  
The even more astounding piece is the ground track continues in the ADS-B plot after the 
overrun to show they were able to turn around in the grass (apparently after hitting the 
approach lights) and taxi back to the ramp! The "word on the street' is they were unloading 
passengers at the ramp and preparing to load another group of passengers when ground 
personnel spotted mud and grass on the gear and the airport manager had to go out and 
inspect the damage at the end of the runway! 
  
All three of these incidents emphasize the importance of our Safe to Land (sm) stable 
approach and go around criteria. We hope you all can take advantage of the course and 
simulator scenarios at FlightSafety during 2023... Happy New Year all and thanks for making 
CJP a really safe flying organization! 
  



 



 
  
Fly Safe! 
  
Charlie 

  

 
 
 
 
 



Safe to Land(sm) Simulator Work Continues with 
FlightSafety 

  

by David Miller, CJP Director of Programs and Safety Education 

  
Since the CJP convention, Charlie Precourt and I have spent many hours in the Citation 
Mustang simulator in Wichita, KS assisting the FlightSafety team, including lead instructor 
Dax Beal, Director of Training; CJP Safety Committee member Jack Tessman; and Brian 
Moore, CEO for FlightSafety Textron Aviation Training (FSTAT), in the development of new 
software for CJP's Safe to Land (sm) simulator course. 
  
  

 
  

Miller (L) and Jonathan Bailey, STL Subcommittee Lead 
  
The industry's first-of-its-kind training, includes programming the Mustang simulator to 
replicate floating, drifting, and excessive airspeed during both instrument and visual 
approaches, which will cause our members to execute go-around decisions. Software 
performance specialists from FSI's Broken Arrow simulator facility in Oklahoma, were 
remotely connected to the simulator during our work in real time as we tested how changing 
weather conditions affect the pilot's decision-making process. 
  
The STL program's goal is to consistently replicate approach instabilities in all of FSI's single 
pilot Citation simulators and to incorporate CJP's new STL "cue card" callouts during every 
approach. Using these callouts creates enhanced situational awareness and provides the pilot 
with a repeatable method to fly a stabilized approach. 
  
Hands-On Experience 
  
Member Larry King volunteered recently to fly to Wichita to assist in the STL M2/CJ3+ 
simulator course development. A pre-brief with FlightSafety's Jack Tessmann was followed by 
a 2-hour simulator session. Larry flew multiple approaches while software technicians 
adjusted environmental conditions to simulate various instabilities. 
  
  



 
  
Larry commented, "This is a great way to experience the potential unknowns and surprises 
before they are real split-second decisions. The ability to practice and try 10-12 different 
potential scenarios in a 2-hour period is a very efficient way to address these real 
possibilities as well as how to improve your own decision making as part of the Safe to Land 
procedures. When this training package is finalized, this should be part of every pilots 
training, not just Citation jets." 
  
  

 
  
The simulator portion of the STL program is expected to be available in the Mustang 
simulator in Q1 2023 followed by additional single pilot Citations across FSI's Learning Centers 
thereafter. 
  

  



CJP's Precourt Receives Bombardier Standdown 
Award 

  
CJP Safety Committee Chair Charlie Precourt recently received the 2022 Bombardier Safety 
Standdown Award in recognition of his lifelong commitment to safety. 
  
  

 
  
While the award recognized Precourt’s safety leadership throughout his career as a four-time 
space shuttle astronaut, U.S. Air Force test pilot and aviation executive, he noted the award 
also represents, “validation of the importance of CJP’s Safe to Land (sm) and CJP FOQA 
initiatives, in particular. 
  
"I'm thankful this award reflects so well on the great work CJP is doing to advance safety,” 
Precourt continued. “The fact our work is being recognized by other professional flying 
organizations is quite gratifying." 
  
Precourt was nominated by the Safety Standdown Advisory Council for the award, which was 
presented Nov. 10 on the final day of the annual industry safety gathering in Wichita, KS. 
  
In addition to his work with CJP, Precourt also serves as vice chairman of the Experimental 
Aircraft Association (EAA) and is a member of the board of directors at the National Business 
Aviation Association (NBAA). 
  

  

Citation Jet Pilots is the world's premier Cessna Citation aircraft owner-pilot organization. If you 
are a Citation owner-pilot who wants to operate your aircraft more safely, professionally, and 
economically, this is the place to be. 
 

  

 

 
 


